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Director’s foreword
— Ryan Johnston
Buxton Contemporary is very pleased to present The Garden of Forking
Paths: Mira Gojak and Takehito Koganezawa as the third and final
exhibition in its inaugural year.

The Garden of Forking Paths has been co-curated by Melissa Keys and
Shihoko Iida, and they have approached the many opportunities and
complexities posed by international collaboration with great nuance
and sensitivity. I congratulate both for such an insightful pairing of
artists and for inaugurating our international program so auspiciously.
Finally, I acknowledge the artists: Mira Gojak and Takehito Koganezawa.
Producing an exhibition of this scale, along with significant new bodies
of work, has required a major commitment from both artists, for which
we are deeply appreciative. I thank both Mira and Takehito for their
efforts towards the realisation of this remarkable show, and for the
generosity and enthusiasm with which they approached the creative
dialogue on which it is premised.

The Garden of Forking Paths draws on public and private collections
across Australia, Japan and Germany. I thank the lenders for
generously allowing so many key works to be shown together and
for making the first Australian survey presentation of Takehito’s work
possible. I also thank Mira’s and Takehito’s commercial representatives,
Murray White Room in Melbourne, Loock Galerie in Berlin, Talion
Gallery in Tokyo and Christopher Grimes Projects in Los Angeles, for
supporting the development of this exhibition through the facilitation
of important loans.
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Featuring the work of Melbourne-based artist Mira Gojak and Tokyo-
based artist Takehito Koganezawa, this is also the first of an annual
series of exhibitions with an international purview. While the Michael
Buxton Collection, which provides the museum’s foundation, is
Australasian in scope, this exhibition series will engage the collection
in broader art historical and cultural dialogues. These exhibitions will
provide international contexts for artists and artworks in the collection
while also, and just as importantly, providing an Australian context
for recent regional and global practices. Premised on a residency and
exchange model, this series aims to establish connections between
Australian and international artists, curators, academics and students
in order to offer new and wider perspectives on contemporary art while
building platforms for future collaboration.

support and advice. At the VCA, Vikki McInnes continues to provide
industry knowledge and insight, while Sue Thornton provided support
with Takehito’s residency. I also acknowledge our installation team;
Brian Scales for his exhibition fabrication; and Tristan Main for his skilful
graphic design.

Takehito was in residence in Melbourne as a Fiona Myer Fellow, and I
thank Fiona Myer and the Myer Foundation for their generous support
of this exhibition as well as of the University more broadly. Takehito’s
accommodation at the Norma Redpath Studio was auspiced by the
Centre of Visual Art at the Victorian College of the Arts (VCA) and
supported by the Cultural Fund of the Copyright Agency Limited.
Buxton Contemporary is run by a small but dedicated team. I thank
Melissa Keys, Katarina Paseta, Ashlee Baldwin and Kate Fitzgerald for
their enthusiastic and tireless work, as well as our casual visitor services
staff. The Buxton Contemporary Committee, chaired by Michael
Buxton and Professor Su Baker, also provides invaluable ongoing

Director’s foreword

Ryan Johnston

The Garden of Forking Paths: Mira Gojak & Takehito Koganezawa
— Melissa Keys

It is easy to lose oneself in Gojak’s and Koganezawa’s works. Moving
through the diversity of drawings, videos and sculptural works in the
exhibition, we are offered glimpses into many worlds, from observations
of minutiae to a sense of vast limitless horizons. Drawn into intimate
encounters with memory and place or epic encounters with micro and
macro natural phenomena, the viewer is disoriented by mesmerising
ebbs and flows, beguiled by sinuous lines and uncanny forms, lured
into dark recesses or seduced with gentle humour. One traverses
complex pathways and tenuous borders between states of heightened
awareness, control, release, anxiety and pleasure.
A shared fascination with the malleable nature of experience infuses
both artists’ practices, as does an understanding of the potential
of drawing and the power of the line to impart meaning. Both explore
drawing as a generative methodology that is variously gestural,
suggestive of the body and frequently highly experimental. A further
affinity may be found in the lyrical and musical qualities that their
works possess, as well as the artists’ corresponding investigations
of cartographic and mythological possibilities.
The genesis of the exhibition may be traced to a work by Gojak that
is held in the Michael Buxton Collection. Titled Prop for instabilities 2,
2013, this sculpture was inspired by a photograph of the exquisite
and historic Kenrokuen Garden, a 17th-century masterpiece of
Japanese design. Gojak was intrigued by the way in which the ancient
trees in the garden were encouraged to grow horizontally through the
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The Garden of Forking Paths brings together the distinctive
practices of Australian artist Mira Gojak and Japanese artist Takehito
Koganezawa, finding points of connection and divergence. The project
takes its name from an intricate and magical short story of the same
title written by modernist Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges in 1941.
Part philosophy, part science fiction and part riddle, Borges’ Garden
of Forking Paths is a multidimensional text that conjures up coexistent
but dynamically shifting realms and narratives in time and space in
a manner that resonates richly with the creative enterprises of Gojak
and Koganezawa. Echoing Borges’ approach, both artists in their
own ways lyrically register the fluid instabilities of consciousness
and subjectivity, the flux and passage of time, and the very elemental
processes of growth, entropy and decay.

use of highly sculptural hand-crafted timber and bamboo structures,
often inserted into their trunks, to stabilise, shape and bind them
into unnaturally elegant forms. The inextricable intertwining of nature
and culture found in these surgical interventions informed Prop for
instabilities 2, a looping assemblage of wires suspended from the
ceiling combined with an upright trunk-like structure that features a
series of serrated edges and forms that teeter on the gallery floor below.

This wall piece was made at a time when the artist was particularly
interested in the relationship between a predator and its prey and the
ways that certain behaviours and optics enable animals to disappear
into their surrounding environments. Gojak has commented that when
audiences gaze at this work they occupy the position of the hunter,
viewing its prey. Recently she has also observed that, in retrospect,
she views Herd of unending blue as melancholically suggesting a
gradual emptying out or dissolution – a consideration of time itself
as the ultimate predator.1
The relentless flow of time and space animates a dual-projection work
by Koganezawa titled RGBY, 2004 (red, green, blue, yellow). This piece
comprises a series of hand-drawn lines scanned and animated through
video software so that they glide across the screen. Sometimes the
lines travel in different directions and appear in variable thicknesses
and densities. It’s like watching a landscape that seems to rush past
the window of a vehicle or viewing a series of rivers or pathways snaking
across the countryside from above. One line becomes connected to the
next, forming a procession of floating and subtly shifting textures and
widths that become strangely compelling and hypnotic.2
Another simple analogue of the moving image, Setting the butterfly
free, 2018, by Koganezawa, is part of an ongoing series of animated
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Nature and culture also collide in Gojak’s work Herd of unending blue,
1998, which depicts a group of grazing deer ‘drawn’ using a fine wire
thread. The animals are clustered together, composed as traceries of
metal lines pinned across the gallery wall. The combination of simple
forms with the play of shadow and colour gives the installation a
dynamic, immaterial and even spectral quality. The artist applied an
ultramarine blue paint to the wire, referencing the enigmatic post-war
French artist Yves Klein. The pigment is known for its potential to
stimulate optical effects and generate spatial ambiguities. For Klein
these indeterminate voids and masses suggested realms beyond
those that can readily be perceived through vision or touch.
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In various shades of blue, Gojak’s Cutting through the vast plain
of day, 2018, consists of a series of photographs of the desert sky
that are variously perforated and folded. Shot on the same spot
at intervals over the course of a single day, these panels capture
gradations of the blue sky from sunrise to sunset. Slicing through
each image, the artist disrupts the monochromatic ground, creating
shapes and forms by folding the underside of the photographic paper
through to the surface.
Throughout the history of art, the sky has frequently been co-opted
as a field for creative expression. For example, Yves Klein, who has long
interested Gojak, once famously stated that he ‘began to feel hatred
for the birds which flew back and forth across [his] blue, cloudless sky,
because they tried to bore holes in [his] greatest and most beautiful
work. [He declared that] birds must be eliminated.’3 While enjoying
Klein’s hubris, Gojak has commented that she ‘cannot imagine
anything without disruption, [she is] on the side of the birds’.4
Gojak’s gentle and poetic interventions allude to the passage of time
and to the experience of space – reflecting her ongoing interest in
consciousness and subjectivity. In Cutting through the vast plain of
day, these subtle sculptural surfaces enact a means of interrupting the
busy unremitting routine of everyday life to make room for the play of
personal emotion and for the free association of ideas that may float
through the experience of the image.5
A horizon of mountains surrounded Koganezawa as a boy. He grew
up on the western edge of the valley occupied by Tokyo, where his
familial home was shadowed by forested peaks. Titled Mountains,
2009, the 250 drawings of colourful cone-shaped crests that
comprise this work take their distinctive shape from Mount Takao,
a small but distinctive mountain that defines the landscape of his
youth. The artist has described each of these individual sheets of
paper as balanced compositions of colour and as ‘three-note chords’
that comprise a chromatic melody. Assembled together, the separate
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compositions form larger wave-like patterns that evoke the sensory
experience and rhythmic movements of the sea – giving rise to a
gentle topography or mindscape of ceaseless motion and harmonic
effects. Koganezawa’s work often suggests endless possibilities and
emerges from an understanding that nothing in nature or life remains
static or fixed. In Japan, the artist says, ‘we see mountains as waves’.6
Also evoking a type of topography, Gojak’s installation titled
Consolation, 2005, consists of an arrangement of disassembled
domestic furniture, each piece deconstructed into its elementary
parts and then subsequently reconfigured. This work reflects Gojak’s
interest in ‘opening up, creating space and a sense of movement,
around and through form’.7 Once designed to house, store, arrange
and, potentially, to conceal tokens of domestic life, the wardrobes
are stripped into fragile-looking skeletal structures, alive with cultural
references and redolent with personal histories and mystery.
Gojak has evocatively described this field of upright pieces as the
innards of the closet pooled around the small forest of frames like
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notebooks, in which the artist draws and then activates a series of
dots by flipping through the pages. Each dot is created by holding the
point of a felt-tip marker on the surface of the paper for an extended
period of time. The ink leaks through the layered pages to create
a series of circular vertical drawings or stains. Moving through the
pages, the flutter and movement of colourful dots playfully evoke
sensations of lift, weightlessness and release, like a butterfly in flight.

reeds in an estuary. No longer in service, the dismantled ghostly
cabinets in Consolation suggest states of becoming and transforming
and are portals between tangible and imagined worlds and desires.

Koganezawa’s rhythmic and optically arresting video work Paint
it black, and erase, 2010, foregrounds gesture, transience and
impermanence. Each trace and spectral impression is swiftly erased
and replaced by another, the artist working into a fast, fluid ground.
The title refers to the Rolling Stones’ melodic evocation of a dark and
colourless world. For Koganezawa the word ‘erase’ is also a reference
to Eraserhead, David Lynch’s cult psychological horror film from 1977,
which belongs to the surreal world of the unconscious.
This three-channel composition unfolds as if it’s being made in the
moment – evolving in real time. Traces of painterly activity and a flurry
of calligraphic marks give the work an internal meditative energy and
create the impression of unbroken, ongoing action. Paint it black, and
erase underscores Koganezawa’s enduring interest in transformation,
performativity, continuous creation and our individual subjectivity and
potentially malleable relationship with time.
In contrast, Gojak’s static floor piece Silence, 2005, only threatens
to come to life. Here the artist transforms simple manufactured
objects into an encounter with the uncanny. Arrayed in the gallery
these articulated serial forms are animated with the promise that
at any moment they may suddenly scurry across the floor. In Franz
Kafka’s landmark novella The Metamorphosis, 1915, his protagonist,
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In contrast to the disassembled furniture in Consolation, the wardrobe
in Gojak’s Mountain, 2018, is intact and is swaddled in acrylic yarn
almost as if it is being bound or constricted. The upright form echoes
a human figure, this sculpture alluding to aspiration and struggle. The
tightly stretched threads are suggestive of vast horizons of possibility.
The knots have been described as suggesting disruptions and the
loose hanging strands allude to a type of unravelling – to things
broken or coming apart. Gojak’s work often invokes connotations of
mortality and impermanence. The artist has commented that, while
making this piece, she was contemplating personal aspirations and
how these are framed by the contemporary moment we are born
into, and whether these objectives that we each have close us down
or open us up. ‘Are our aspirations’, Gojak asks, ‘leading us to an
existential emptiness? It seems to me that everything is becoming
too thin.’8

Silence also evokes the pioneering time and motion studies of English
photographer, artist and researcher Eadweard Muybridge. These
metrical sculptural arrangements suggest the flickering, punctuated
movements and sequences of locomotion captured by Muybridge’s
high-speed shutter.
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Also reflecting an unsettling stillness, a suite of photographs by Gojak
titled Grey’s sun, 2018, captures in close-up the large eyes and fine
profile of the native Bush Stone-curlew bird. This ground-dwelling,
mostly nocturnal species adopts an eerily still position when sensing
threat and Gojak’s photographs register the bird’s ever-watchful
gaze through the contraction of its pupil in the full glare of the sun.
The Bush Stone-curlew is often associated with death due to its
disturbingly shrill and mournful call and, while these images are
silent, we cannot look at or think about the curlew without recalling
its unsettling, mysterious and haunting sound. Long after hearing it,
like an auditory memento mori, the curlew’s desolate cry continues
to resonate and play out in one’s mind.

In contrast, Koganezawa’s two-channel video work From warm mud,
2018, suggests a return to an era of primordial ooze. Depicting the
mesmerising interaction of fluids such as oils, detergents, pigments
and toxic materials, the two 30-minute sequences shot with a macro
lens unfold simultaneously. Flowing and intermingling substances and
small crystallised forms evoke the swirling cosmic origins and evolving
complexity of life – suggesting at once the micro and the universal.
Koganezawa’s compelling visual narrative stimulates our environmental
consciousness by also bringing to mind the meteorological imagery
transmitted by weather satellites, which forecast and forewarn of
natural disasters. The artist has said that for him, ‘the moving image
is a way of addressing the instability of time and existence’.10
Koganezawa’s preoccupation with instability in part stems from
his sustained interest in action painting and other practices of the
avant-garde. His work is resonant in particular with the radical post-
war Japanese collective Gutai Artists Association, a group that was
founded in 1954 by the painter Jiro Yoshihara. Koganezawa shares
the Gutai artists’ fascination with the synthesis of the natural and the
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Gregor Samsa, wakes to discover that he has transformed overnight
into a giant insect. This horrifying realisation is a striking metaphor for
the unfathomable and traumatic complexities of consciousness.

Absence and presence, distance and proximity are played out
throughout both artists’ practices. Mira Gojak’s series of enigmatic
blue organic forms are variously arrayed on metal structures dispersed
across the gallery. These relic forms are suggestive of insects
and cocoons in their appearance, inspired, in part, by the Odradek,
a shadowy creature that appears in a novel by Kafka titled Cares
of a family man, 1917.9 According to Gojak, Odradek is neither an
object nor entirely ‘of the body’. It is nomadic and located in the
in-between places of the house, evoking our sense of displacement
and disconnection from the world.
Projecting from the surface of the Earth and into the beyond, the
length of blue yarn bound around these metal forms represents the
distance from the surface of our planet to the very outer margins of
Earth’s atmosphere. Within the light spectrum, blue is the shortest
wavelength in the prism, and the Karmen line, which is 100 kilometres
above sea level, is considered the precise point at which space begins.
In previous work Gojak has explored time; here, she explores length
and distance, drawing together the finite and the infinite, the tactile and
the immaterial.

The Garden of Forking Paths: Mira Gojak & Takehito Koganezawa
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manufactured expressed through engagement with performative actions
and experimental processes. The Gutai often employed substances
such as paint, chemicals, mud, water and tar, elements similar to those
that Koganezawa has used. The group was known too for their humour
and wit, which are also aspects of Koganezawa’s practice, especially in
regard to his casually drawn absurdist works on paper. These drawings
often incorporate large expanses of blank space, which remain free from
markings and are left open for potential future use. In deliberately leaving
room for future additions, Koganezawa suggests that no work is ever
finished or complete. Whether it’s a drawing on a page or a performative
video work, each piece is constantly reformatted and reimagined with
each presentation.

The Garden of Forking Paths: Mira Gojak & Takehito Koganezawa

Through their sensitive and searching practices, Gojak and Koganezawa
each explore realms that traverse the spectrum from the personal and
domestic to the universal and infinite and that encompass the real
and the imaginary. Both artists create work of a modest yet highly
suggestive scale with imagery and forms that are animated by a
dynamic sense of eternal creation and unfolding destruction. Shaped
by memories and a constant re-examination of the environment, these
works are also infused with poignancy, a gentle irony and uncanny
sensibility. From the nano to the epic, Gojak and Koganezawa conjure
constantly shifting experiences of time and space that offer viewers
fleeting vistas of the world and our own imaginations before ceaseless
motion erases or carries them away forever.

Melissa Keys

Notes
(1) Mira Gojak, in conversation with the author, 3 October 2018.
(2) Takehito Koganezawa has produced numerous versions of this work. He chose this one for its predominantly
blue and yellow colouration as he enjoyed the direct relationship with Mira Gojak’s work.
(3) Yves Klein, in Klaus Ottmann, ‘The explorer of the void’, in Yves Klein: Works/Writings, Edicions Poligrafa, SA Barcelona,
2010, p. 24. (For Klein’s complete Chelsea Hotel Manifesto see full transcript at artep.net/kam/manifesto.html.)
(4) Mira Gojak, in conversation with the author, 3 October 2018.
(5) For Gojak the sky is a zone where the afterimages that dwell in our consciousness often emerge. However,
inescapably, our skies and, more broadly, our atmosphere are also identified with anthropogenic climate change driven by
unrelenting activity in the name of endless growth and productivity. Even if only fleetingly, Gojak seeks to return our skies
to a space for human imagination that is available for the free play of new possibilities and where new worlds can emerge.
(7) Takehito Koganezawa, in conversation with the author, 17 October 2018.
(8) Mira Gojak, in conversation with the author, 3 October 2018.
(9) ibid.
(10) Tamsin Green, in a review of Mira Gojak’s Distant Measures exhibition at Margaret Lawrence Gallery, University
of Melbourne, in 2016, described the Odradek as ‘[A] creature located in the home – in the house of the father/
narrator – where he rolls and gathers detritus. Although he is domestic he is also homeless; he has no fixed abode.
Odradek epitomises aimlessness: he is not properly alive with purpose, but cannot die from purposelessness.
He stays in the between spaces of the home, the corridors and halls, and avoids categorisation. He can talk, like
a subject, but also rustles like leaves: he is between subject and object’, Eyeline, no. 86, 2017.
(9) Takehito Koganezawa, excerpt from a conversation with Hans Ulrich Obrist titled ‘What you want to see and what
you see’, in Hans Ulrich Obrist Interviews Volume 2, 2016, available online: weraby.org/download/hans_ulrich_obrist_
interviews_volume_2.

Images
pp. 8–9 left to right: Mira Gojak, Herd of unending blue, 1998 (detail); Takehito Koganezawa, RGBY, 2004 (detail);
Mira Gojak, Everywhere and nowhere, 2005
pp. 10–11 Takehito Koganezawa, RGBY, 2004 (detail)
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pp. 12–13 left to right: Mira Gojak, Consolation, 2005; Mountain, 2018; Cutting through the vast plain of day, 2018 (detail)
p. 15 Mira Gojak, Prop for instabilities 2, 2013
p. 16 Takehito Koganezawa, Setting the butterfly free, 2018 (detail)
p. 19 Mira Gojak, Transfer station 1, 2011 (detail) (foreground), Takehito Koganezawa,Mountains, 2009– (background)
p. 20 Mira Gojak, Mountain, 2018
p. 23 Takehito Koganezawa, Paint it black, and erase, 2010 (detail)
pp. 24–25 Mira Gojak, Silence, 2005 (foreground); Floating eclipse, 2013–14 (background)
Right: Mira Gojak, Something has to go 4, 2006 (detail)
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Melissa Keys (MK) Thank you, Mira and
Takehito, for participating in this project,
for generously agreeing to present your
practices together and for making new work
for this exhibition. Shihoko Iida (SI) and I are
conscious that participating in a project like
this one involves an act of trust – especially
when your practice is drawn into a type of
parallel presentation with another artist’s.
Of course, artists often exhibit alongside other
artists who they may or may not be familiar
with, and curators often work collaboratively
with each other.
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However, in this instance, none of us have been
in a position to completely chart, in advance,
how this collaboration would unfold or how the
project would take shape in the museum.
One of the curatorial objectives of the project
has been to draw distinctive and different
practices into a type of ‘uncertain relation’,
to foster collaboration between the artists
and between the curators in order to explore
points of connection and divergence.
At the inception of this project Shihoko and
I had the privilege of inviting you both to
participate, and we wonder if we might open
the conversation by asking what you each
initially thought about the project and what
your first responses to each other’s work were.
Takehito Koganezawa (TK) My first
impression of Mira’s practice was, ‘Oh, it’s
focused on drawing’. And it is absolutely an
exploration of drawing and the use of line.
However, when I arrived in Melbourne and
had my first encounter with Mira’s work, I
discovered how interesting and sophisticated
her engagement with drawing is. It’s not just
on the page, it’s lines and forms in space.
A lot of artists aim to draw lines in space but
they don’t know how to realise this – and Mira
does. One could also call her work sculpture;
the work exists in between sculpture and

drawing. The works are very light but they also
have volume, they have an expansiveness but,
at the same time, a weightlessness. Nothing,
but not nothing, airy.
There is also the suggestion for me that
different temperatures exist inside each of the
sculptures.
Mira Gojak (MG) Yes, that’s nicely put about
the different temperatures of the sculptures.
TK I like Mira’s ideas and also her talent to
realise them. It’s also interesting seeing her
selection of colours and forms and learning
about why she makes the choices that she does.
MG Takehito, when I first viewed documentation
of your work, I felt an affinity with your practice.
I instantly liked your Fly drawing (a Locus
Tracking video of a fly in-flight) and I was a bit
overwhelmed by the breadth of your oeuvre.
There’s a real lightness and ease with which
you move through different media yet the
works remain recognisably yours. I saw the
richness of your practice and its improvisational
quality, the way that you remain effortlessly
inventive across media that’s just very fluid.
There is a strong sense of continuity and deep
interest in time and I find that quite compelling.
I enjoy your figurative drawings as well, they
feel like another way that you express your
consciousness and ideas. Your video drawings
could be read as formal plays, but they’re not
just that, they are concerned with measures of
time and speed and the way that affects the
way we perceive the world. So it’s a really rich
practice and it feels like your sensibility is very
free. I always feel like I have to battle when I’m
making sculptures, that I have to battle with the
materials. But it doesn’t feel like you battle with
your materials.
Perhaps there is less resistance in the materials
that you use, but then again, there is the
chemical resistance in your new work From
warm mud, for instance. It’s all about how the
different elements react against each other:
some things merge and some things just don’t,
so you then get these other collisions. It has a
particular sensibility that I really like.

Mira Gojak and Takehito Koganezawa with Melissa Keys and Shihoko Iida
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Q&A
— Mira Gojak and Takehito Koganezawa
with Melissa Keys and Shihoko Iida

MG Yes, it’s very experimental. You seem to
work without judgement, Takehito. And even
though there is a sense of freedom in the
process, there are also certain parameters
that you set up; but they never really feel
tight or rigid. Your mountain drawings, for
example, are created within the limitation of
three different colours per page, but it doesn’t
feel restricted. You set up conditions in your
projects that allow just enough play for the
feeling of freedom – to feel free, but not to
be free, because you know no one is really
free. But your works make me feel less bound,
which I really appreciate.
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It has been very special getting to know
you. While we haven’t spent that much time
together, because we have each been working
on our individual projects, the time we have
had together has been a wonderful way for
me to get to understand your work.
And this has allowed your influence to seep
in. The title of my new work Mountain bears
the trace of your mountain drawings. I think
it provides a nice sort of echo, I like that there
are many mountains in your work and then
just one in mine. The presence of another
artist and their work can be influential in a
lasting way. One absorbs things, and I think
the more direct, important influence from this
shared experience will be contained within
the new works that I, and possibly you, make
in the future. I like working this way, being
open to the influences and ideas around me.
I hope our paths will cross again, creatively
speaking, and I’m sure that they will. For me,
it’s been really wonderful, and the opportunity
to think dialogically has been one of the best
outcomes of this exhibition.
It was great going to Hanging Rock together
because now, suddenly, that extinct volcano
not only has a relationship to Australian
mythology but also to you, Takehito, and to
your response to the site .
TK We have had some very nice times
together. When we visited Hanging Rock,

I remember that I tried to entertain your
daughter Sophia by picking a blade of grass
and playing it like a flute. It made a very
strange, delicate, vibratory sound. I liked it.
MG Yes! She loved that.
TK Oh! But after that, when we were walking
in the forest, you found a very special bird
and, suddenly, you made a bird call and the
bird immediately came to you. Wow! So I tried
to be a magician with my blade of grass, but
you are the real magician, Mira.
MG Oh no! That’s just because I’ve done some
birdwatching in the past year and you learn to
mimic their calls. (Mira does the bird call.)
MK Oh that’s beautiful.
MG A lot of birdwatchers mimic a specific bird
call and that draws the bird out. So you listen
first and, more often than not, you don’t see
it, but you hear it. And you can then draw it
out with the call, or you can follow the sound,
which I’ve always found so beautiful. Then
bang, you see it! And it’s magic.
MK Well, I think this might be a good moment
to talk about sound and music in your
practices.
TK Yes, that is really interesting.
MK I feel that sound and, of course, silences
are really important for both of you.
TK Mira’s sound is really like a bird in nature.
But what I make is very artificial.
MG Well, that’s a strong part of your
practice, the improvisational quality.
Takehito, your fly drawing, and then the
pages flipping in your work Setting the
butterfly free, are so evocative and their
silences kind of allow the gentle sounds to
come to the fore. There is a kind of music
that is strong in both of these works. But also
structurally, I think, it feels like they could be
musical scores, improvised arrangements of
different shifting elements.
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SI All sounds produced by Takehito’s works
are based on electronic sounds, they are
not natural sounds. However, when I heard
one of Takehito’s works for the first time,
I misunderstood and thought that the sound
could be a bird.

of music, such as the mixing consoles with all
of the channels and tracks. There is actually
a symphony of digital sounds up there on the
wall, as well as mountains, and I like that, I like
that double reflection – or triple reflection – in
the work.

MG It’s weird thinking about the nature–
culture divide. Because, I guess, I try to not
think of life in this binary way.

SI I think if you see just one single drawing
from the mountain series, it might look like
a series of curved lines. However, when you
see hundreds of sequences of them displayed
together it’s more cumulative, and the layers
of mountains take on new shapes or lives that
might relate to the idea of the frequency of
sound waves.

MK That’s very strongly present in your work,
isn’t it, the way that nature and culture are
intertwined, perhaps even indistinguishable?
MG Yes, I think of culture as kind of our
nature. Perhaps our nature is second nature
because we are born into a culture, so I try
not to separate them. And I get that feeling
strongly in you, Takehito. That even though
you are saying the sounds are digital, they
don’t sound unnatural, and I like the fact
that you confuse or blur the artificial with
the natural. The digital and natural have their
own weird disjunctive synthesis.
TK I think that you understand first nature,
Mira, even though we are living in the second
nature.
MG Yes, but I think that we don’t even have
a first nature, I think that our nature is always
second nature.
TK Yes; however, you recognise the
difference. The deer drawings, for instance,
suggest to me that you intuitively understand
first nature. I am totally living in the artificial
second nature world. And how I connect
with the natural in this world, for example,
is through electronics. However, as you say,
maybe electronics have their own nature.
The mountain drawings are also totally
artificial; the colours have a synthetic,
manufactured quality.
MG As you’re talking, it’s made me think
about how your mountain drawings – not that
I am very familiar with recording studios –
make me think of the equipment that
producers use when arranging components

MG Yes, and I like the fact that there is never
just one thing in your work, Takehito, that a
viewer has to look at one thing in relation to
another. There are always interrelationships
between many things in your work, and that
creates a sort of cumulative effect, which
doesn’t mean you get total synthesis of
something but, rather, you get these sorts of
jumps. And these jumps might be predictable,
but then there are seemingly unpredictable
random jumps when you make a video and
there might be a figurative drawing displayed
next to it.
So there is never one element. Obviously,
you can pull out one element and look at it on
its own, but really it’s always part of a larger
constellation.
SI The bigger picture …
MG Yes, a bigger picture, and it’s inherent
in both our practices that you can’t just go,
‘Oh yeah, there’s that image’ or ‘That thing
is the complete picture’. But, rather, it’s like,
‘No, no, it’s just part of a picture’, and it’s a
work in progress that will continue. I think
that’s a strong element in both our works, that
it’s ongoing, and you know you’ve got just
a snapshot or cross-section.
MK I think one of the very strong
commonalities is an engagement with the
dynamics of time. Would you both like to
speak about how you see time in your work?
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MK And a playfulness …
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MG I think my ideas, or I don’t even know if
they are ideas, but my feelings, or whatever,
have changed over time. I did those chair works
in the past, but now when I look at them, I think
how I was being selfish – wanting to make
more space. I was initially trying to literally
open things up, and now I’m thinking, ‘Do I just
want more? Am I just falling into the neoliberal
greed of always wanting more, more space?’
A friend of mine was talking about Lucio
Fontana and his slits and cuts into canvases,
and they mentioned how an Irish artist, whose
name they couldn’t remember, had done the
slits in canvases earlier than Fontana. This
Irish artist saw the perforation as a wound and
this obviously related to the politics of what
he was experiencing in Ireland – as opposed
to Fontana’s slit, which was interpreted as a
new spatial concept but also as a violent erotic
act. Is Fontana actually just wanting more,
more space, riffing off the dynamism of the
Futurists? ‘More, more, I want more space.’
And then I started to think, ‘Is that what I’m
doing, am I resisting or am I just reinforcing
this aspect of western culture, and neoliberal
western culture in particular?’ Whereas I don’t
feel that ‘moreness’ in your work ,Takehito,
which I really admire. It’s more empathic and
not so needy in a way.
SI I don’t find any sense of greed in your
works, Mira. You make really substantial,
meaningful things. I also recall Marcel
Duchamp and the Futurist artists who
tried to capture a sense of the accelerated
fragmentation of time and movement in the
modern world, and I get a sense of this in your
work Everywhere and nowhere.

MG Yes, Marcel Duchamp did as well. For me,
The bride stripped bare by her bachelors,
even, also known as The large glass, is an
interesting reference point.
MK There is a sense of openness, uncertainty
and exploration that in turn creates a
transience and metamorphosis.
MG Yes, in your work, Takehito, one feels the
existential questioning, when one looks at
your practice as a whole. There are moments
where there is anguish or apprehension of loss,
but there is also an experimental detachment,
which I really appreciate. I feel that this means
that you seem less bound and you are more
like a jazz musician improvising with a massive
tableau of materials to work with.
TK I think also that, maybe, our works contain
a kind of desire …
MK Yes, I think that’s very true.
TK A desire to … kind of, multiply or …
MG Or pollinate?
TK Yes, but this takes on a different character
in your case, Mira. Each work has its own
character, its own animality. You make chair
and wardrobe animals …
[laughter]
MK Yes, she does.
TK Door and furniture animals …
MK I see them as uncanny creatures created
from once inanimate domestic objects.
Somehow you, Mira, reveal and draw out
a life force that was once invisible within
their interiors. The meticulous disassembly,
transformation and reconstitution of these
objects release associations and memories
that combine to suggest the ever-present
natural forces and processes of entropy and
growth, evolution and decay.
SI I think one can find physical phenomena
and living entities in your works, Mira, such as
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animals or ancient creatures. But in your work,
Takehito, is something more …

SI Particularly as a side effect of the
catastrophic events in Japan in 2011.

MG Yes, more elemental, perhaps? Perhaps
I mean, Takehito, that you bring to the fore
the forces that create growth and decay, and
not just the forces but the systems that set
up the conditions for other things to become
more fully formed. It’s like you set up all the
conditions and parameters of how these
might operate.

MG I think it’s actually impossible to discuss
the environment without immediately triggering
associations with climate change and other
associated effects: bushfires in Australia and
typhoons in Asia, for example. And, obviously,
because of a series of catastrophic events in
Japan’s recent history, as well as the shadow
of Hiroshima, there’s always that spectre of
radiation. The recent Shin Godzilla movie is a
great take on radiation’s mutant haunting.

SI That is exactly the case with your
mountains, Takehito. You set up certain rules
and parameters that allow you to continue to
draw hundreds of variations of mountains,
creating an entire range of mountains, if you
like. You create the conditions in which you
can immerse yourself.
MG And it’s like that comment Justin Clemens
made during his opening address, when he
spoke about the fly drawing, that Descartes
came up with the mathematical idea of x and y
coordinates by observing the movement of
insects and working out how he could map
that. And so, in a very particular and strange
kind of way, the process is both musical and
mathematical.
Takehito, there’s something about the small
gestures that you make that read as being
really large, but not in a monumental way. So
that’s also one of the things that I really love
about your work, the small, simple gestures
that can leave quite a big trace.
TK One of my favourite theories is that of the
butterfly effect: the impact of small gestures
and microscopic collisions.
MG And I think it’s interesting, in terms of
our second nature, to bring nature and its
relation to culture back into the conversation,
particularly during this time of political
disasters and environmental issues, to find
a new way to re-engage with the idea of the
natural world. Which may be using the old
antagonism between ‘nature’ and ‘culture’
but for the purpose of trying to reframe these
terms in new ways and new relations.

SI So the work can be seen as a function of the
contemporary experience, as a great reminder
to all of us, not only for Japanese people. It
speaks to a much wider generation about the
possibilities of a kind of butterfly effect that
can be caused by one single event.
MG I frequently recall an old black-and-white
Japanese film, The naked island, about a
family struggling alone on an island. The
family were very poor and it was strangely
mesmerising watching the sheer amount
of labour involved in just surviving, and
the drudgery of just surviving. And there’s
something about that, the ability to not get
worn down by the world, because one can
feel worn down and defeated but still survive.
SI It’s also about acceptance, whether or
not you are trying to survive. It’s part of the
natural condition.
MG Yes, but there’s a certain acceptance and a
need for openness to possibility, otherwise you
are left with resignation, or a feeling of defeat.
Maybe it’s about making enough room in your
life to continue to strive for a change that you
want, even though you know that it’s more
than likely that you’re going to fail. It’s like
Samuel Beckett’s saying: ‘Try again. Fail again.
Fail better.’
MK Continue on, remain open and be hopeful
of new possibilities.
MG Yes, the question is, ‘How do you maintain
that spirit of openness?’
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TK I view Mira’s ways of exploring time
as somehow spacious. I use paper and
performative drawing to communicate
my sense and thinking of time; however,
the works don’t unfold in actual space. In
contrast, in Mira’s works – for example,
Silence, 2005, with its splicing of the chairs
and the way that the work moves in a sort of
sequence across space – you can really follow
the process and each section registers like
a distinct unit of time.

SI You also bring this openness to your
approach to making drawings.

TK Exactly. Mountain is very silent, but behind
this silence is a very strong will. So this is a
silent piece, but so strong. And it’s heavier
than its actual weight.

MG Perhaps, but I know that my drawing
process has to contain some joy and pleasure
because, otherwise, it’s all drudgery.

MK Heavier than the object, yes.

Contingency has to be very much a part of
your process. How do you also accept things
that come towards you, that are imminent in
the situation? Maybe you’re like a musician
who improvises, or a conductor, where you
accentuate certain things that come towards
you. You divert other things so that you kind of
guide your work in a particular way, in the right
spirit. Because, we can all bash things out,
but it’s about the sort of spirit in which you
do these things, I think.

MG I see that piece in relation to your
mountain drawings, Takehito. In my mind
I think of the strands of thread as sort of
strings on an instrument, very tight. I see
your mountains as sort of sounds and my
mountain, in terms of the object itself, as
impenetrable and mute – but there is potential
there to play it, with all the strings. And the
potential of sound is very much in the work,
so I see our works as companion pieces.
Mine is very mute and yours is the sound …
TK Yeah, muteness and sound. Exactly.

MK Mountain has such an enigmatic presence.
It seems to make some sort of silent stand.
For me this sculpture seems resonant with
our own impermanence and mortality.

MK & SI That might be a good note to leave
things on. Thank you so much, Takehito and
Mira, for the conversation today and, once
again, for participating in this project.
Recorded at Buxton Contemporary on 5 November 2018
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TK We both have stories about sound and
silence; however, we have been speaking far
more today about sound than we have about
silence. Which makes me want to talk for a
moment, Mira, about your new work titled
Mountain.

TK I don’t know what’s inside, but it’s sealed,
silent and strong.
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Consolation 2005
wooden wardrobes, mirror,
magnets
2 parts: 250 × 213 × 140 cm;
133 × 140 × 385 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne
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Everywhere and nowhere
2005
synthetic polymer paint
on wooden door
2 parts: 205 × 170 × 126 cm;
148 × 31.5 × 35 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne
Petitions 2005
wax, light bulbs
18 parts, each approximately
20 × 23 × 23 cm; overall
installation dimensions
variable
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne
Propositions for escape 2005
synthetic polymer paint
on wood
3 parts: 37.5 × 15.8 × 4.5
cm; 38 × 15.8 × 12.5 cm;
38 × 15.8 × 6 cm
Collection of Benjamin
Armstrong
Silence 2005
dissected plastic chairs
4 parts: 45 × 110 × 325
cm; 50 × 95 × 305 cm;
50 × 105 × 295 cm;
49 × 95 × 275 cm; overall
installation dimensions
variable
Monash University Collection
Purchased 2005
Courtesy of Monash
University Museum of Art |
MUMA, Melbourne

Something has to go 4 2006
felt-tipped fibre pen on paper
100 × 150 cm
Private collection, Brisbane
Another ground II 2009
pencil, pen and ink, felt-
tipped fibre pen, gouache,
watercolour on paper
100 × 150 cm
Art Gallery of South Australia,
Adelaide
South Australian Government
Grant 2009
From the outside to the
outside 2009
epoxy paint on wire, steel,
copper
350 × 220 × 170 cm
Monash University Collection
Purchased 2009
Courtesy of Monash
University Museum of Art |
MUMA, Melbourne
Making room 2009
felt-tipped fibre pen,
gouache on paper
100 × 150 cm
Collection of Danielle Besen
Whale 2009
felt-tipped fibre pen on paper
100 × 150 cm
Collection of Donald Williams
Denials and accumulations 3
2011
felt-tipped fibre pen,
gouache on paper
100 × 150 cm
Collection of Danielle Besen
Transfer station 1 2011
synthetic polymer paint,
steel, copper, wax
318 × 330 × 270 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne
Blinded 1 2013
felt-tipped fibre pen,
gouache on paper
50 × 50 cm
Private collection,
Melbourne

Blinded 2 2013
felt-tipped fibre pen,
gouache on paper
50 × 50 cm
Private collection, Melbourne
Prop for instabilities 2 2013
wire, steel, copper,
aluminium, wood,
photographic masking tape
250 × 130 × 100 cm
The University of Melbourne
Art Collection
Michael Buxton Collection
Donated through the
Australian Government’s
Cultural Gifts Program by
Michael and Janet Buxton 2018
Floating eclipse 2013–14
felt-tipped fibre pen,
gouache on paper
3 parts, each 150 × 100 cm
The University of Melbourne
Art Collection
Michael Buxton Collection
Donated through the
Australian Government’s
Cultural Gifts Program by
Michael and Janet Buxton 2018
Close by 2015
felt-tipped fibre pen, gouache
on paper
50 × 50 cm
Private collection, Melbourne
Distant measures 2016
steel rods, acrylic yarn
10 parts: 18,356 metres,
230 × 135 × 190 cm; 14,248
metres, 63 × 110 × 43
cm; 13,689 metres,
47 × 84 × 30 cm; 923 metres,
230 × 142 × 262 cm; 4,888
metres, 121.5 × 79 × 45 cm;
3,926 metres, 113 × 90 × 142
cm; 20,059 metres,
76.5 × 168 × 94 cm; 9,009
metres, 49 × 26.5 × 72.5 cm;
1,755 metres, 92 × 92.5 × 95
cm; 1,092 metres,
57 × 151 × 84 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne
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Clutch 2017
steel rods, acrylic yarn
2 parts, 180 × 241 × 215 cm
overall
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne
Exhaled weight 2017
steel rods, acrylic yarn
3 parts, 230 × 198 × 152 cm
overall
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne
Places stored 2017
steel rods, acrylic yarn
129 × 79 × 79.5 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne

Untitled 2001
coloured pencil on paper
48 × 63 cm
Courtesy of the artist

Dust 2010
digital video, silent
duration: 00:59:30
Courtesy of the artist

RGBY 2004
digital video, silent
duration: 00:09:35
Courtesy of the artist

Fly drawing 2010
digital video, sound
duration: 00:01:00
Courtesy of the artist

Untitled 2006
coloured pencil on paper
29.5 × 42 cm
Courtesy of the artist

Paint it black, and erase 2010
digital video, silent
duration: 04:44:00

Mountains 2009–
coloured pencil on paper
250 sheets, each 21 × 29.7 cm;
overall installation
dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist

Drawings 1996–2017
coloured pencil, ink,
watercolour, oil pastel,
collage, pencil, felt-tipped
fibre pen, ballpoint pen
on paper
selection of 51 drawings,
various dimensions
Courtesy of the artist

Drawings 2005–17
coloured pencil, ink,
watercolour, acrylic, oil
pastel, collage, gouache,
monoprint on paper
selection of 37 drawings,
various dimensions
Courtesy of the artist

Drawing in pursuit 2018
digital video, silent
duration: 00:17:59
Courtesy of the artist

Setting the butterfly free 2018
digital videos, sound;
felt-tipped fibre pen on
notebook pages
5 notebooks, each
15 × 20 × 8 cm open
5 videos, durations: 00:03:55,
00:0:19, 00:04:07, 00:04:04,
00:04:17 (left to right)
Courtesy of the artist
Below: Takehito
Koganezawa, From warm
mud, 2018 (detail)

From warm mud 2018
digital video, silent
duration: 00:30:42
and 00:30:32
Courtesy of the artist

Stops 2017
steel rods, acrylic yarn
140 × 180 × 76 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne
Mountain 2018
wooden wardrobe, acrylic yarn
192 × 110 × 57 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne
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Herd of unending blue 1998
synthetic polymer paint
on wire
27 parts, 285 × 870 × 29
cm overall; installation
dimensions variable
Bosci Collection, Melbourne
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Grey’s sun 2018
archival pigment prints
photography by Cameron
Candy, Alice Springs Desert
Park
4 parts, each 64 × 71.5 × 4 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Murray White Room,
Melbourne
Cutting through the vast plain
of day 2018
archival pigment prints
photography by Rhett
Hammerton, Alice Springs
12 parts, each
103.5 × 83.5 × 6 cm
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